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Long Term Memory in Conversational Robots
Julius Olson & Emma Södergren

Abstract—This study discusses an implementation of a long term memory in the robot Furhat. The idea was to find a way to prevent
identical and very similar questions from being asked several times and to store the information of which questions have already been
asked in a document database. The project encompasses tf-idf, as well as a small-scale test with Word2Vec, to find a vector
representation of all questions from Furhat’s database and then clustering these questions with the k-means method. The tests
resulted in high scores on all the evaluation metrics used, which is promising for implementation into the actual Furhat robot, as well as
further research on similar implementations of long term memory functions in chatbots.

I denna rapport behandlas implementeringen av ett långtidsminne i roboten Furhat. Idén bakom detta minne var att hindra roboten från
att vara repetitiv och ställa allt för likartade eller identiska frågor till en konversationspartner. Projektet inkluderar användandet av tf-idf,
samt inledande försök med word2vec i skapandet av vektorrepresentationer av dialogsystemets frågor, samt klustring av dessa
representationer med algoritmen k-means. De genomförda testerna renderade goda resultat, vilket är lovande för implementering av
en liknande mekanism i Furhats dialogsystem samt för framtida forskning inom långtidsminnesfunktionalitet i chatbots i allmänhet.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

THIS report is a bachelor’s essay examining the possibil-
ity of, and implementation of, a long-term memory for

conversational robots. This study will be based on the robot
Furhat, however, the aim is for the results to be generalizable
to any conversational robot and chatbot.

1.1 Background and Aim
1.1.1 Description
The social robot Furhat (developed by Furhat Robotics) is
used in robot-assisted language learning in a setting that
simulates a language café. One conclusion drawn from a
survey evaluating said robot and its different interaction
styles was that its conversational relevance would benefit
from a long-term memory, in order for it to remember user
information, as well as questions asked during previously
held conversations. Without this feature in place, many
users reported that the conversations with the robot quickly
felt repetitive [1].

1.1.2 Aim and Potential Novel Results
The main aim of this study is to explore the possibilities for
long-term memory in conversational robots and use these
results to develop a long-term memory for the social robot
Furhat. The results may be used as a framework for long-
term memory functions within areas such as robot-assisted
language learning and, in a more general sense, chatbots
used in communication with actors within both the private
and public sector.

Other potential novel results from this study may arise
in the whelm of business-oriented implementations of di-
alogue systems such as chatbots. As an increasing amount
of customer interaction takes place on the internet through
such interfaces, it is important to personalize this experience
to ensure a sense of coherency. In this context, a long-term

memory could serve the purpose of remembering a return-
ing customer’s previous orders and previous queries in the
order- or customer service process to create a less repetitive
and frustrating experience. In an era of increasing levels of
servitization in many business areas, the value proposition
shifts towards post-purchase customer service. This makes
enhanced dialogue system interaction even more interesting
to examine from a business perspective.

1.1.3 Commercial and Ethical Aspects

Robot-assisted learning is becoming an increasingly re-
searched area as conversational robots and chatbots im-
plement progressively efficient solutions to make learning
interesting and engaging. There are many societal benefits
within this field since chatbots and conversational robots
are rather easily scalable and an efficient way to utilize
educational resources [2].

From a business perspective one may argue that the
results from this study has the potential to increase profit
for companies. A chatbot with a long-term memory is likely
to improve customer engagement [3], improve customer
satisfaction and thus enhance the retention rate [4], which
in turn will be likely to prove profitable over time. Personal-
ization is an important contributor to a successful servitized
business, and personalization is achievable when data is
used in an optimized way [5].

Regarding the ethical aspects one may have to consider
the implications of storing data pertaining to specific indi-
viduals over longer periods of time. In the case of social
robots where more ”personal” pieces of information would
potentially be stored, this issue is especially relevant. In
order to increase the security of such data one may want to
encrypt it, or at the very least, ensure that it can be removed
at will and/or be removed automatically after a set period
of time.
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1.2 Scientific Question

1.2.1 Problem Definition
The problem to be solved in this study is to implement a
long-term memory that can be used in conversational robots
and chatbots in general and Furhat in particular, in order to
personalize communication. A secondary research question
was to examine on a detailed level how this memory can
be used to personalize specific responses delivered by the
robot. However, this secondary question was not examined
in this study, since it was deemed too far outside of the orig-
inal scope. While the development of interactive dialogue
systems certainly has moved forward a great deal in recent
years, due to the research regarding deep learning and
neural networks, consensus regarding long-term memory
in such systems has not been reached. Due to the fact that
long-term memory is an integral part in human-to-human
interaction and conversation one can conclude that in the
pursuit of the next step in conversational and social robots,
memory is of the essence [6].

1.2.2 Hypothesis
The hypothesis is that a persisting memory structure for
conversational robots is possible to achieve by using rela-
tional databases and clustering to group questions by intent.
A more challenging task is to implement the ability to
refer back to information extracted from the user’s input,
in order to construct personalized responses to a greater
extent. Furthermore, this functionality would have to be
more tightly integrated with the overall Furhat system, and
implementation of it would thus increase the overall scope
of the study substantially.

2 THEORY

2.1 General Memory Structure

Within both biological and synthetic systems, memory is di-
vided into different subcategories depending on its function.
The long-term memory (LTM), which naturally describes
the storage that persists over longer periods of time, is
divided into explicit/declarative and implicit/non-declarative
memory. The implicit memory relates to learning of skills or
abilities rather than storage of concrete information and will
not be discussed in this paper. The explicit memory, however,
contains information that is consciously remembered and
is further divided into episodic and semantic memory. The
former stores knowledge of episodes or events, along with
when and where they took place, while the latter holds
pieces of information such as facts [7]. The following theory
presents some frameworks and methods that relate to the
creation of synthetic, explicit memory structures.

2.1.1 Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve
The Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve (EFC) is a model for how
the human brain loses or retains information over time. The
model includes a curve that displays the gradual loss of
data, its resurgence when reviewed and the fact that a long-
term memory is most efficiently implanted when reviewed
repeatedly [8, 9]. This can be used as a framework when
building a synthetic forgetting function.

2.2 Neural Network Approach to Memory

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are an integral part of
many modern applications of neural networks. RNN in-
troduce the concept of time to the already powerful feed-
forward neural networks, and with that many interesting
properties reveal themselves. Input and output data in
RNNs are variable in size (in contrast to feed-forward net-
works) which make them appropriate for tasks where the in-
put consists of sequences. When training the RNN, one must
perform the backwards propagation algorithm recursively
through all the time steps [10]. This has two major draw-
backs; The first being significantly longer training times,
and the second being the problem of exploding/vanishing
gradients.

The LSTM (Long-Short-Term-Memory) was introduced to
alter the architecture of a RNN in a way that solves this
problem. The LSTM battles the issue by using mainly two
components. Namely the input gate and the forget gate. These
gates determine how much of the previously encountered
time step ht�1, will be carried forward into the next step,
ht. The new memory obtained, is a combination of current
input xt and the previous time steps [11].

Due to the concept of time steps, and memory creation
in RNNs with the LSTM memory cells, they are a relevant
choice for the implementation of a neural-based memory
system.

2.3 Vectorization

Vectorization can be used indirectly in the creation of a
memory, with the purpose to quantify lexical data, such as
questions and sentences. Two different vectorization meth-
ods will be presented in the following section; tf-idf and
Word2Vec.

2.3.1 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf ) is a
weighting method for vectorization. As the name indicates,
it bases the weight of a word on how frequently it occurs;
the more often it appears, the less weight the word is given.
The result of this method is that words such as ”the” and
”is” are rated as carrying less meaning than words occurring
more seldom. The first term tf refers to the frequency of a
given term in a given document. idf refers to the inverse
frequency of a given term in all documents. The equations
below describe how each term is calculated.

tft,d =

(
1 + log10 count(t, d), if count(t, d) > 0

0, otherwise

idft = log10(
N

dft
), N = number of documents

wt,d = tft,d · idft

One common application for the tf-idf vectorization is that
of finding paraphrases. [12, p.114]
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2.3.2 Word2Vec
Word2Vec is a vectorization method for individual words. It
is utilized to create a vector that captures the meaning of a
word by taking the context it occurs in into account.

While vectorization methods such as tf-idf count word
occurrences in documents or in context to other words,
the neural Word2Vec method is based on a prediction task;
Given a target word w and a context word c, is w likely to
be seen near c? The purpose of the method is however not
to answer this prediction task. Instead the bi-product, the
trained weights, are used as representations of the words.
The method uses running text as its input and is unsuper-
vised, as the text itself offers positive samples in the form of
words showing up next to each other. Negative samples are
random samples from the vocabulary, that do not show up
next to the target word.

The similarity metric used by Word2Vec is that of the dot
product, which is then transformed into a ”probability” via
the sigmoid function.

P (+|t, c1:k) =
kX

i=i

log
1

1 + e�t·ci

P (�|t, c) = 1� P (+|t, c)

In the equation above, t represents a target word, and c1:k
represents a window of k context words surrounding t.

The objective function that is then maximized by the
classifier serves the purpose of maximizing the similarity
of target word and context word in positive samples while
the similarity of those taken from negative samples is mini-
mized.

L(⇥) =
X

(t,c)2+

logP (+|t, c) +
X

t,c2�
logP (�|t, c)

The classifier utilizes Logistic Regression to maximize said
function, by modifying the parameters of its weight matri-
ces. This results in two embeddings for each word: a target
embedding and a context embedding. [12, p.118-122]

2.4 Clustering
A part of the issue of long-term memory in dialogue systems
is that of remembering what questions have been asked
across a set of conversations with the same user. Thus, a way
to determine closely related questions to those marked as
”asked” in the memory in order to counteract repetitiveness,
is needed. For this purpose, a clustering algorithm seems to
be of highest relevance.

Text clustering, which is a typical unsupervised machine
learning algorithm within NLP (Natural Language Process-
ing), is based on vector representation of documents and
similarity measures between these. A special variant of
clustering is the hierarchical clustering which has the ability to
split up the input documents into a number of clusters (the
number of which not necessarily known beforehand), that in
turn are organized into a hierarchy. The hierarchical struc-
ture resembles a tree where the data points are the leaves.
The clusters on the most granular level are dependent on
the similarity threshold set as a hyperparameter [13].

2.4.1 K-Means

K-Means is a clustering algorithm where the number of
clusters, K, is given as input and the result is K cluster
centers, along with labels for all data points displaying
which cluster they belong to.

The algorithm is iterative and continues until conver-
gence. The first step is randomly placing k number of cluster
centers amongst the data points. The algorithm then goes
through all data points and assigns a label, corresponding
to the closest cluster center, to them. The centers are then up-
dated by calculating the centroid of the data points assigned
to them.

c(i) := argmin
j

||x(i) � µj ||2 (1)

µj :=

Pm
i=1 1{c(i) = j}x(i)

Pm
i=1 1{c(i) = j}

(2)

Formula (1) shows the labeling algorithm for each data point
x(1)...x(m), and formula (2) depicts the updating algorithm
of the cluster centroids after each iteration of the k-means
algorithm. [14]

When applied to a NLP task, the data points typically
consist of vector embeddings of terms or documents.

2.5 Evaluation Methods

In order to evaluate the results of this project the assessment
will include examining whether questions are repeatedly
asked or if too many questions are rejected. Four perfor-
mance measures were used to assess this; accuracy, recall
(R), precision (P) and F-score (F1).

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 =
2PR

P +R

There is an obvious trade-off between having a high recall,
which means not mistakenly classifying items as false, and
a high precision, which strives to minimize the items classi-
fied as positive. [12, p.73-75]

2.6 Brand Touchpoints & Customer Journeys

In the highly competitive, globalized markets of today,
managing customer experiences is a necessity not only for
profit, but for survival [15]. There are different approaches
to this issue and the following sections will present two
related ones; controlling touchpoints with the customer and
handling the customer journey as a whole.
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2.6.1 Touchpoints
A more traditionalist approach to managing the customer
experience is to focus on touchpoints, i.e. where a customer
interacts with the company. A commonly used model in
this area is the touchpoint wheel. The touchpoints are mainly
divided into three categories: pre-purchase, purchase, and post-
purchase. When designing a customer experience in the
age of servitization, the aspect of proposition alignment is
essential. The creation of a coherent offering should be
considered both within the supply network, as well as in
the context of the end-user’s experience. Regarding the
latter, the touchpoints are meant as an outline of the path
the customer travels when in contact with the service (or
product) provider. Especially in the post-purchase phase,
also labeled the memory-phase, the importance of alignment
increases when going towards servitization. [16]

Fig. 1. Brand touchpoints and customer journey illustrated

2.6.2 Customer Journey
The customer journey model builds upon the touchpoint
models and aims to create coherency between the different
touchpoints, in order to view the customer experience as
a single journey rather than several separate interactions.
As mentioned above, this issue of proposition alignment
becomes increasingly important with a higher degree of
servitization. The distinction between looking at individual
interactions is important from a customer perspective, as
their perception of a company is formed based on all in-
teractions they have, across all possible channels that these
take place [17]. Thus, when companies focus on a limited
number of separate touchpoints, without taking the holistic
picture into consideration, they risk missing information
that may prove to be crucial for customer conversion or
retention.

2.6.3 Enabling Technologies
The use of data to personalize marketing has been a com-
mon strategy for at least a decade, with increased customer
satisfaction and engagement as a result [18]. In later years,
the field of customer care has begun exploring personaliza-
tion as a means of reaping the same benefits. This devel-
opment has been enabled by advances in technology, such
as automated response systems and chatbots for instance.
Since recent studies indicate that digital communication
channels will keep rising, ensuring that this part of the
business has high performance should be a priority for
companies [5]. Moreover, several reports indicate that chat-
bot technology has potential to significantly reduce costs

for customer service [19, 20]. Apart from personalization,
speed of response has proven to be an important factor
for customer satisfaction [21]. Generally, chatbots seem to
improve response speed in customer interactions [22].

2.7 Previous Work & Implementations
The importance of implementing an episodic long-term
memory in a social robot, is explained by Kasap & Magnenat-
Thalmann [23]. They propose a memory design revolving
around mainly three aspects:

• Context - Initial and desired state of the episode
• Contents - Events in the episode
• Outcome - Results of the episode

The usage of the memory system is then split into three
sub-processes, namely encoding, storage and retrieval. For
the encoding process the two main tasks to solve are; which
information to store and when to store it. Each memory is
first incorporated into a short-term episodic memory (STEM),
and is then transferred into its long-term counterpart upon
session completion.

The storage aspect was in this study solved by using a
relational database using the database management system
SQLite. In the schema, aspects such as username and time
data is stored. Because of the emotional and social purpose
of the robot in the study, information regarding emotional
state was also part of each database transaction. Further-
more, to emulate the way the human memory functions,
the authors implemented a memory decay function that will
ensure a more relevant memory recollection as time pro-
gresses.

Finally, Kasap & Magnenat-Thalmann divide the re-
trieval of information into two categories - spontaneous or
deliberate. The former being the recollection happening when
a highly emotional state is entered, and the latter being the
retrieval as a result of an explicit query or request from the
user.

The study discussed above is directly relevant to our
work, as it deals with long-term memory in conversational
system. It does however regard a much more emotionally-
centered approach than what would be suitable for our
eventual implementation. Therefore the main take-away
is the overall structure and methodology surrounding the
artificial episodic memory.

Yonghee, Kim et al discuss a method of extracting user
information for the building of a Personal-Knowledge-Base
(PKB) through employing machine learning algorithms [8].
The main idea consists of extracting ”triples” on the form
of (arg1, rel, arg2) from the user’s input, which are then
stored in the aforementioned PKB. The rel parameter of the
triple is the calculated relevance score. System responses,
which take on a similar triple-form, are then compared
to the stored user triples in order to substitute arguments
to achieve a more personalized response. The storage and
retrieval of the user-memories employs a forgetting-tactic
similar to the one described by Kasap & Magnenat-Thalmann.
A form of short-term memory is also constructed as a one-
shot memory in which the highest retention scores are set.
The triples that are stored in this part of the memory, are the
ones that are explicitly connected to user information.
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Although emphasis is placed on the interaction and
response-selection rather than the memory itself, the
article is relevant to this study as it outlines a strategy to
personalize the experience of long-term robot interaction.
This is especially related to the secondary research
question, regarding using memory to generate user-specific
responses. Moreover, it confirms the construction of a
database-like structure for enabling the long-term memory.
In the short-term, a more machine learning centered
technique is described, which interfaces with the long-term
mechanism.

3 METHOD

The main points of the method were:

1) Choice of Methods
2) Preprocessing
3) Vectorization
4) Clustering
5) Memory Structure
6) Test Environment
7) Similarity Metrics

Fig. 2. Flow chart describing the test environment and how information
moves through the modular parts of the program

The setup of the experiment as well as each step of the
process are depicted in Fig 2. The part that is color-coded in
yellow make up the processing and clustering of questions,
and is to be done once. The green (and red) part depict
the loop which takes place during a conversation. The deci-
sion regarding whether or not to ask a particular question,
dependent on the previously handled topics is contained
within this part of the process.

Based on the theory examined in the pilot study it was
first concluded that an implementation featuring a relation
database structure would be the most feasible method to cre-
ate a long-term memory and that this would be done using
SQLite and the ORM (Object Relational Mapping) SQLAlchemy
within Python. However, after discussing the internal struc-
ture of Furhat, which is XML-based, it was decided to use a
document database instead. The Python implementation for
MongoDB, pyMongo, was used for this.

Moreover, two different ways to approach the informa-
tion that changes over time, such as how an attendant’s
day was, and may warrant the same questions being asked

in multiple sessions, were identified. Firstly, Furhat could
avoid transferring information about such questions into
the database in the first place. In this version the answer
would only exist in the short-term memory and thus not
be stored between sessions. The second alternative was
to move the questions to the long-term memory, but give
them a high rate of decay in order for Furhat to forget
asking the question after a few days or weeks. Both of
these implementations would have required some sort of
score to rate questions based on how long they should be
remembered. Our implementation will use the latter of these
methods and feature a forgetting function.

For the implementation of a memory system capable
of referencing back to user-data to form its responses, a
machine learning strategy seems to be the state-of-the-art
method. Mainly RNN networks employing sequence-to-
sequence modeling, are suitable for this kind of task.

3.1 Processing the Questions

The preprocessing of the questions from the languague café
dataset, can be broken down into the following steps:
• Lowercasing • Tokenization • Stop word removal
Firstly, the questions were all made lowercase, in order to
make all documents more uniform before the subsequent
vectorization.

An essential part of transforming a text document into
a vector of features is splitting it up into tokens. This was
done using the popular python NLP library NLTK (Natural
Language Toolkit), and in particular the word_tokenize
function.

The removal of stop words was also carried out using the
NLTK module. It was, however, customized in order to more
closely fit the vocabulary of the particular dataset being
used. After studying the word frequencies, it was noticed
that the word ”tycker” (English: thinks) was overabundant
in the corpus. That word was therefore added to the stop
words. Furthermore, the word ”inte” (English: not) was
removed from the stop words as it clearly is important
to differentiate intent of questions asked. In the dataset,
special placeholder expressions such as <attend.right>,
referencing to attendants of a conversation were also heavily
used. It was tried both to keep and remove these words in
the preprocessing, as they do not seem to contain any sig-
nificant meaning. The removal was executed using regular
expressions such as ”participant\..*”.

3.2 Vectorization

Two different methods to vectorize the questions were used;
tf-idf and Word2Vec.

3.2.1 tf-idf

For the tf-idf vectorization, NLTKs TfidfVectorizer was
used. The set of the pre-processed documents obtained from
the previous step were sent to the vectorizer as input. The
set consisted of a vocabulary of 218 words, thus vectors of
dimension 1 x 218 were returned.
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3.2.2 Word2Vec
Due to the relatively small dataset used, a set of pre-
trained Word2Vec vectors of Swedish words were chosen
for this vectorization method. The pretrained vectors had
the dimensions 1 x 100 and were retrieved from a website
(http://vectors.nlpl.eu), provided by the Language Technology
Group at the University of Oslo. The hyperparameters for
the vectors are presented in table 1.

To represent the documents (questions) in terms of
word2vec vectors, the vectors representing each word in
the document were simply added together, and thus each
question is represented by a single 1x100 vector.

TABLE 1
Word2Vec parameters: the properties of the pretrained vectors used

in the Word2Vec method

Parameter Value

Size 100

Window size 10

Method Continuous skipgram
Vocabulary Size 3 010 472

Corpus Swedish CoNLL17 corpus

3.3 Clustering
For the clustering of the generated document vectors the k-
means method was used. In particular, the implementation
provided by the python module scikit learn was uti-
lized.

TABLE 2
Clustering parameters: the hyperparameters used for the clustering

of vector represented questions

Parameter Value

k 20
Max iterations 10000
N init 100
Method kmeans++

The call model.fit(self.X) then fits the K Means
clustering model to the vectorized documents, and thereby
assigns each of them to a cluster. The clusters then roughly
represent the semantic meaning of each question in the
dataset. The parameters used in the clustering is presented
in table 2.

3.4 Memory Structure
To implement the actual long-term memory, it was decided
that a document based database structure would serve the
purpose best. The popular MongoDB database program was
used in combination with the python module PyMongo for
simpler interaction.

For simplicity, the basis of each document stored in the
database is the _id attribute associated with each user of
that has conversed with the system. For each user other

attributes such as name (currently implemented), age, native
language can flexibly be added to the structure due to it
being document oriented.

The main feature of the implemented database is the
clusters attribute which represents an array of which
topics/clusters the user in question has responded to. For
each topic, an id of the topic is stored, along with an array
of user responses belonging to the particular topic.

{
"_id" : "fhat",
"name" : "furhat",
"clusters" : [

{
"id" : "7",
"responses" : [

{
"response" : "<resp>",
"question" : "103"

}
]

...
}

]
}

The excerpt above shows an example of how the infor-
mation associated with a particular user is stored in the
memory.

3.5 Test Environment

The different files of the implementation were set up so that
all constants where stored in one file, along with various
utilities. The communication with the database was setup
with the class MongoAPI, a Person class was also created,
in order to simulate a conversation with an individual, for
which the different clusters and questions where marked
as asked, and answers were stored. In practice, however,
the program was run so that all questions were asked,
one after another, in a random sequence and an empty
input was stored, with the purpose of conducting fast and
versatile tests. This was due to the fact that the main focus
of the experiment was to test the question rejection part
of the memory. The choice (or alternatively generation)
of responses is not within the scope of this project, and
therefore justifies the random selection of questions and
responses.

The program was run until no more questions could be
asked without violating the likeness-threshold set as a hy-
perparameter. The resulting output was two CSV-files, one
containing approved questions/statements, and the other
containing rejected ones. These two files then made up the
main part of the resulting evaluation process.

To ensure repeatability, the models for both the sen-
tence embeddings and topic clustering were saved from the
preprocessing steps. This was accomplished using python’s
pickle module.
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3.6 Vector Distances
In order to determine whether a question should be asked or
not vector distances are used. The distance is measured from
a potential question to the vector representations of all the
previously asked questions in the cluster that the question
belongs to. The method of measurement used was the cosine
distance (calculated as d = v1·v2

||v1|| ||v2|| ).
A potential question is rejected if the distance between

the vector representation of the question and any vector
representation of the previous questions in the cluster is
smaller than the threshold (ranging from 0.2 to 0.6).

4 RESULT & EVALUATION
The result was evaluated by going through all questions and
assessing if they were correctly asked or rejected. The ques-
tions were manually classified by the writers as True Positives
(TP, correctly asked), True Negatives (TN, correctly rejected),
False Positives (FP, wrongly asked) or False Negatives (FN,
wrongly rejected). Obviously, how a question is classified
depends on the history of previous questions. In order to
simulate this, the first questions with a specific meaning
are always seen as TPs, while all duplicates and questions
with too similar semantics are supposed to be rejected.
Accuracy, recall, precision and F1-score were calculated
for different values of the rejection threshold. The results
showed high values for all evaluation measures. When the
threshold was lowered from 0.5 to 0.4, both accuracy, and
F1-score increased slightly, recall increased significantly and
precision decreased slightly. The best balance was reached
at threshold 0.3, where both the accuracy and F-score were
maximized, as can be seen in table 3.

TABLE 3
Results of Question rejection with different vector distance

thresholds resulting in different evaluation metrics scores

Threshold Accuracy Recall Precision F1

0.2 0.82 0.96 0.81 0.88
0.3 0.88 0.95 0.88 0.91
0.4 0.88 0.95 0.86 0.90
0.5 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.87
0.6 0.83 0.80 0.91 0.85

Table 4 displays an example of how some questions in one
cluster could be classified. The number in front of each
question represents its order in the overall sequence of
questions processed by the system:

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Database
The decision to change the database from a relational one
to a document database was mostly based on two factors.
Firstly, the Furhat conversational-system utilizes XML and
a MongoDB is easily transferrable to XML, as they both
are semi-structured. Ergo, the first reason mostly pertained
to compatibility with Furhat. Secondly, with a document
database one can add attributes dynamically and store data
that is unstructured. This would neither be as efficient or as
simple in a relational database, in an SQL implementation,
for instance, some pieces of information would have to be
stored several times.

TABLE 4
Example Classification of Questions into the four categories TP, TN,

FP, FN

True Positives False Positives

(1) När kom du till Sverige? (5) Har du familj i Sverige?
(3) Har du familj och
partner i Sverige?

False Negatives True Negatives

(2) Vad tycker du om Sverige? (4) När kom ni till Sverige?
(7) Har du varit i Sverige? (6) Vid vilken tidpunkt

kom du till Sverige?

5.2 Hyperparameters

Regarding hyperparameters, some issues are relevant to dis-
cuss. The K in the implementation of the K-means method
was chosen based on a qualitative analysis and evaluated
with informal tests. The only formally tested variation of
a hyperparameter was that of the vector distance between
a potential question and the questions in the same cluster.
That distance could vary between 0 and 1, and the threshold
was varied between 0.2 and 0.6. The reason that lower and
higher thresholds were eliminated was that a decrease in the
score on the evaluation metrics was seen on the endpoints.
The optimal balance of a high accuracy, precision, recall and
F-score seemed to be found at the value of 0.3. However,
in order to determine this securely one should vary the
other hyperparameters, such as the K in K-means, one at
a time and then vary the threshold for that specific value.
This was, as mentioned, not executed formally in this project
due to the classification of questions into TP, FP, TN or FN
being both highly dependent on the specific dataset used
and a time-consuming part of the work. The time required
by the authors could, of course, be reduced by sending
out surveys to have other people assist in this. However,
since the categorization of questions is subjective, every
evaluator would have to assess all different tests for the
results to be valid, which would be a large task to ask of
someone not directly involved in this project. In conclusion,
the task of configuring the different hyperparameters, in a
way that is optimal for the specific dataset at hand, remains
an important issue for further research.

5.3 Rejecting Questions

The initial strategy was to measure the distance to cluster
centers and compare this to a threshold in order to deter-
mine if a question was similar to asked ones or not. The
problem with this method was that some clusters were more
widely scattered than the others, thus only questions from
certain clusters could be asked. Another problem with this
method is that a question may pass the threshold but still be
relatively similar to ones asked, since the cluster center is an
aggregated ”average”. Due to these reasons, a comparison
to all other vectors within the cluster was implemented
instead. This method rendered promising results. It also
seemed more appropriate for the conversational application,
as the questions asked most preferably should differ from
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those previously asked, rather than the hypothetical average
question of a certain topic.

The vectorial distance metric used was the cosine distance,
which ranges between 0 and 1. This metric was chosen as
it handles unequal question/document lengths in a more
favourable way than for instance euclidean distance would.
For the first tests the threshold was chosen arbitrarily and
then adjusted in order to examine changes in accuracy,
precision and recall. As expected, recall showed an inverse

relationship with the threshold while precision increased
with a higher threshold. A higher threshold for question
rejection, in essence mean that questions that are less alike,
get rejected thus ensuring that questions that are able to pass
the filter are more likely to be correct. On the other hand
the higher threshold is more prone to reject question and
therefore blocks question that in fact could have been asked
without making the system seem repetitive. The threshold
is therefore a hyperparameter that in a way greatly affects
the behaviour and character of a conversational system that
factors in question-likeness in its mechanism.

In order to discuss these results one should touch upon
which metrics are most important to optimize in the context
of conversational robots. In settings in which the system ex-
ists purely for entertainment/conversation it can be argued
that the recall is more important than precision. The reason
being that it is more accepted for the system to sometimes
ask questions that seem repetitive rather than to not talk
about a subject at all.

It should also be added, that in an application in which
a completely different behaviour is sought after, that could
be enabled by simple changes in the decision making al-
gorithm. If, for example, the desired behaviour is that the
system does remain within a narrow topic (and thus ask
questions with a high degree of likeness) for a period of
time, a two-sided threshold could be utilized. That would
enable similar questions to be ”let through” the filter, while
still blocking duplicates.

5.4 MongoAPI
All communication with the database is done through an
application-specific wrapper. A decision that was made in
regard to this was whether to load a whole person’s collec-
tion upon starting a conversation, update this data during
the session and then saving it upon concluding the session,
or to continuously read and write from the database during
conversations. The second method proved sufficiently fast
during testing, and therefore used. Furthermore, it entails
lower RAM usage which potentially would prove to be
beneficial in a hypothetical setting were a much larger
Personal Knowledge Database is kept.

5.5 Dataset
One problem that pertained to the specific dataset used
throughout this project was questions containing words on
the form <attend.left> (referring to the language café
attendant on Furhat’s right) or <attend.right.country>
(referring to the home country of that attendant). These are
used in the Furhat system’s configuration file and to be filled
in with preset data. In this case, they were tokenized into
several parts and seemed to affect the clustering algorithm

significantly; the questions containing such words were
almost always grouped into the same clusters. As these
words do not carry major meaning and obviously skew
the results, these words were removed. One may want to
reconsider this approach and keep the word country when
<attend.right.country> appears, since this relates to
the topic to a higher extent than <attend.right>.

Another issue with this project is that the natural lan-
guage processing methods used are most efficient when
provided with large amounts of data. Since the dataset
provided from Furhat is very limited; it consists of 213
questions and a total of 218 unique words (stop words not
included). Examples found on k-means clustering generally
have considerably more data points. Furthermore, neural
net based methods of vectorization also require more data
points in general.

5.6 Vectorization Methods
Both tf-idf and Word2Vec were used in the vectorization of
questions. One difference that was noted was that Word2Vec
put odd questions in a cluster of their own while lumping
together some questions that were not very similar in larger
clusters. In general, tf-idf produced a more accurate result,
which is why it was selected as our primary vectorization
method.

5.6.1 tf-idf
As mentioned above, a small dataset limits the efficiency
of most machine learning methods, tf-idf included. The
vectors are based on the questions that Furhat has in its
database, which are rather limited in amount and length.
Thus, the vectors become very sparse with length of 213 (the
number of questions), filled with a few non-zero elements.
The number of non-zero elements depend on the number of
words (not including stop words) in that specific question.

Tf-idf is often utilized as a baseline for vectorization task,
as it is quick and quite simple to perform. It is however
outperformed by neural methods (Word2Vec, GLoVE etc.)
regarding vector sparsity. When using algorithms which
implement a neural net, one can deterministicly define the
dimensions of the resulting embeddings regardless of the
size of the training data. This is a contrast to tf-idf, which
generates exceedingly long vectors when applied on a large
corpus, thus resulting in rapidly increasing sparsity. The
dense vectors (often between 1 x 50, 1 x 100) have been
proven to perform better in almost all applications.

5.6.2 Word2Vec
One may discuss the selection of a corpus to use in the
Word2Vec method. As the model was trained on a large
corpus one might assume that these vectors represent the
meaning of questions to a greater extent than a model
trained on the dataset. This is presumably reflected in the
structure of the vectors as well; the Word2Vec-vectors are
dense, with non-zero values in all its 99 dimensions, while
the tf-idf -vectors are sparse, containing only a few non-zero
elements within their 213 dimensions. However, a corpus
specifically adapted to the questions in the dataset may be
thought to produce a better result. Word2Vec only works
well if all the words in the set that is to be vectorized occur
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in the corpus. In the Furhat data, some words, ”Föörhat”
for instance, are not within the corpus and therefore cause
less accurate results. If the dataset being used in this
project, more resembled other question-and-answer corpora
word2vec with pre-trained vectors most likely would have
produced a better result. Alternately, if access to a signif-
icantly larger dataset had been possible, word2vec vectors
could have been specifically trained on the dataset, and thus
have performed better.

5.7 Commercial Considerations
5.7.1 SWOT Analysis
Table 5 shows a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportuni-
ties and Threats) analysis of long term memory applications.
The main points presented in the table will be described and
analyzed further below.

TABLE 5
SWOT Analysis outlining external and internal factors related to
positives and negatives with long term memory implementations

Strengths Weaknesses

• Engaging conversations • Storage/scalability issues
• More human-like conversations • Difficult to perfect

Opportunities Threats

• Regulations on data collection • Regulations on data collection
• No standardized framework • Larger, data-rich actors

5.7.2 Conversational Quality & Servitization
As mentioned in the introduction and further developed in
the theory, from a business perspective one may argue that
the implementation of a long term memory could lead to
increased profits for companies. This applies both to the
producers of social robots, for the sake of conversational
capability, and for companies using chatbots to improve ef-
ficiency, retention or conversion, regardless of if the chatbot
is developed by the company itself or bought from a second
party. As is stated in the survey evaluating Furhat interaction
styles, repetition of questions lowers the users impression
of the conversations. Thus, it is obvious that the value of a
social robot is higher if said robot is capable of remembering
earlier conversations and build upon these to simulate a
human conversation. Based on the theory presented, the
conclusion can be drawn that a long term memory would
create value in chatbots as well. In companies using chatbots
for customer communication this could be done by remem-
bering customer data to make the process seamless, as well
as by personalizing the communication service and conse-
quently improving the overall experience, contributing to
enhanced coherency throughout the customer journey by
better tying together the touchpoints.

5.7.3 Scalability & Feasibility
One issue that could be regarded as a weakness of this
implementation is related to how feasible it is when used
on a larger scale. In the case of Furhat, a parallel study in

progress aims to add more possible questions to ask the
attendants at language cafés [24]. If many questions are
added the dimensions of the tf-idf vectors may pose a stor-
age problem. In addition to that, the comparison to vectors
within a cluster could become undesirably slow as the num-
ber of questions in a cluster increases. If this happens, the
process of talking to Furhat (or a chatbot) would probably
be perceived as slow. As mentioned in the introduction,
response speed seems to have an inverse relationship with
customer satisfaction. Thus, a slow communication process
is not desirable. To prevent this, one approach could be to
not add all of the questions at one point in time, or to have a
system where the question base rotates between sessions,
so that the benefit of having a varied conversation are
kept while the drawbacks are eliminated. Another approach
would be to utilize dense vectors, generated by for instance
Word2Vec. This would be increasingly feasible when adding
more questions to the system, since a larger dataset would
improve the Word2Vec accuracy. The document database
structure described in this essay may not produce optimal
performance when it comes to speed and storage space. As
mentioned in the background section, document databases
are highly dynamic and may outperform SQL databases
under some conditions. Regardless, when the databases are
to hold larger amounts of customer data, the process may
have to be optimized in some way in order to function at the
speed that customers expect in today’s high-paced society.
This is not to be regarded as a large issue or weakness
in general, but rather an opportunity for other actors to
develop the services needed to support such a system. For
instance, potential actors developing frameworks for chat-
bots can provide the software and the server capacity could
be outsourced to a cloud-hosting solution. The cost of these
services, however, could offset some of the profit gained
from the usage of a chatbot. Nevertheless, the gain from a
chatbot should be larger than the costs when both a more
engaging customer journey and, which will be discussed
below, the potential profit from data collection through the
chatbot is taken into account.

5.7.4 Data Collection & Usage
The implementation described and used in this work may
pave a path towards a long-term memory framework for
both language assisting robots and chatbots. Something to
consider in this area is the storage and usage of personal
data. Data collection, along with regulations in such areas,
can be viewed as both an opportunity and a threat. First
of all, one may not want to store the data as plain text
in robots/chatbots, due to security issues. A solution to
this issue is to simply encrypt the information in order to
minimize the consequences of an eventual security breach.
Moreover, there are ethical concerns regarding the storage
of personal information. The European Union has recently
implemented a General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
in an attempt to protect individuals’ rights to their own
data. The regulation framework includes the right to view
and delete all data that a company has collected on oneself.
Furthermore, companies must have consent to store any
data at all, and that data must be directly related to their
business proposition [25]. This implicates that companies
developing social robots, such as Furhat, and chatbots must
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take those issues into account when a long term memory
functionality is added. In businesses with a distinct value
proposition, retail for instance, the line between the data
that adds value and the data that does not is usually rather
clear. In a robot that aims to function as a conversational
partner, however, one may argue that all data should be
collected, since the more a robot knows about you, the better
conversational partner is it likely to be. Subsequently, a
chatbot function can be used in order to justify an increased
amount of data being collected by companies, as a part
of their strategy to provide a personalized experience for
the customer. This could also play an important role in
getting their continuous consent to collect data (which is
required by law), since they may feel that the value they gain
from a personalized service outweighs the downsides of a
company possessing their data [26]. On the other hand, if
using chatbots to collect data unrelated to a company’s core
business becomes systematized, there could be regulations
aimed to prevent that specific method in the future. This
could potentially result in a more complex market situation
for both chatbots and other conversational robots, such as
Furhat for instance.

5.7.5 Continuous Customer Journey
Based on the discussion above, a model of a continuous
customer journey (figure 3) has been developed. The data
collection and engaging interactions are thought to enable
a continuous contact with the customer. In contrast to the
general model of touchpoints and customer journeys, post
purchase is not the end. Rather, the transition between the
states should be seamless, including even the shift from
post purchase and pre-purchase. This is, at least partially,
enabled by long term memory function in chatbots. Instead
of regarding each session in isolation, a chatbot that re-
members both general customer information and specific
interactions could perhaps give the customer the perception
of such a coherent journey. The data collected in each point
of the journey can be aggregated and therefore utilized
from the starting point of the subsequent iteration of the
loop and provide an increasingly personalized experience.
This data-driven feedback loop is becoming a cornerstone
in creating and developing a personalized relationship with
the customers. Note that the touchpoint wheel introduced in
the theory section is not iterative in the sense that data
from previous touchpoints is utilized; it is only circular in
its design, without accommodating for or describing such
functions.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS

This implementation did not include a forgetting function,
something that is recommended to try in further research.
A forgetting function, as mentioned in the introduction,
may be useful to keep track of which questions can be
asked again after a set period of time, and which have
permanent answers and should only be asked once. The
idea was to implement this with a score stored with each
questions in the MongoDB. The score could, for instance,
be increased when a topic is revisited and decreased as
time passes. Thus, a lower score could be translated to
a higher probability of a question being asked. The rate

Fig. 3. Continuous Customer Journey. The arrows indicate the flow of
data and the consequent feedback loop

of memory decay over time should be described with the
Ebbinghaus curve, as this has been proved to most accurately
describe the forgetting process in humans [27] (and a human
interaction style is what the project strives towards). The
Ebbinghaus equation describing the progression of memory
decay [27] is displayed below.

Q(t) = (1 + µ1t)
�a1

It should be achievable to implement such a pattern of decay
with Python, for instance.

Moreover, the variation of hyperparameters with the
purpose of optimizing performance for a specific dataset is
also something that should be elaborated in further studies.
For Furhat the chosen parameters generate a adequate result,
nevertheless, this may not be the case with significantly
different datasets.

The main obstacle to overcome both in regards to topic
modelling and the measuring of similarity between two
questions, is creating vector representations that truly cap-
ture intent and thus meaning. Neural methods such as GloVe
and Word2Vec are the state of the art for such applications.
However, as previously discussed, those methods were
difficult to implement within the setting of this particular
project. It would be preferable, given a question/statement
set of adequate length, to train a vector model on the dataset
used by the dialogue system. Although the pretrained vec-
tors implemented in this study were inferior of the tf-idf
approach, the topic clustering resulting from these embed-
dings in some cases seemed logical. Therefore, it would be
of interest to examine the performance of specifically trained
vectors in comparison with tf-idf. When using large datasets,
an advantage of the neural based approaches is that they
enable the use of shorter, denser vectors. The tf-idf vectors
for this relatively small dataset are already of dimensions
1 x 213 and quite sparse.

The most viable idea with this implementation is to use
the long term memory as basis for a parameter that affects
how questions are weighted and thus chosen in both con-
versational robots and chatbots. Today, Furhat questions are
chosen based on previous topics. In the future, however, it
is not unthinkable that Furhat has systems choosing subjects
based on an attendant’s reactions and responses. If that
becomes the case, the long term memory could definitely
play a part in making it less likely that previously answered
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questions are asked again. This system would be reasonably
uncomplicated to implement in chatbots generally as well.

7 CONCLUSION

The aim of this essay was to explore the possibilities for
and to implement a long-term memory for conversational
robots and chatbots in general and Furhat in particular. This
was done successfully by using a document database and
categorizing questions asked by Furhat into clusters, in order
to reject questions already asked and to record answers
to these questions. The results were promising with high
scores in the evaluation metrics used. The implementation
should be readily usable in Furhat, however, one should
carefully consider the implications of storing and using
personal data over longer periods of time before adopting
this method. Advanced dialogue systems have already been
implemented within some areas and there seems to be large
potential, as well as business incentives, to use more sophis-
ticated methods, including long term memory functions.

8 AUTHOR INTRODUCTION

The authors have conducted this study as a bachelor’s thesis
at the Industrial Engineering and Management Program
with a Computer Science and Communications specializa-
tion at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.
It was conducted with support from Olov Engwall, who
utilizes Furhat in his research and provided the general task
along with data samples as well as information on Furhat’s
functionality. Olson and Södergren have contributed equally
to this project, in terms of both coding, where pair program-
ming was used, and writing the essay. Olson is especially
proud of his constants-and-utilities files and the tables in
the essay. Södergren is chiefly content with her contribution
to the section describing commercial considerations in the
discussion.
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